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Abstract

Intelligent support to program development is to be understood in quite a broad sense. From the point of view of activities to be supported, all the phases of the software life cycle deserve our attention. From the point of view of possible approaches to accomplishing the support, we consider using artificial intelligence techniques when appropriate, but do not restrict ourselves to any single approach.

Research reported here aims to tackle some of the problems connected with intelligent support to program development. Because the area is broad, we do not attempt to devise a single method that would solve the problem. At the present stage, our aim is more modest: to concentrate on some selected particular questions and to devise methods of solving them. In particular, we have devoted our attention to the following topics:

- Knowledge base on selecting data types in the process of program design,
- Programming paradigms and techniques that allow incorporating various kinds of knowledge,
- Reusing design patterns,
- Analyzing program to recognize program clichés,
- Building a software system configuration.

In the following, we give a very short description of goals, methods, and results achieved in researching the above topics so far.

Knowledge Base on Selecting Data Types

The relevant part of programming knowledge concerns various structured data types, both static and dynamic. Each data type has some properties which serve as clues for selecting them for certain class of applications. We have represented the system of knowledge pieces which mirrors the system of data types as system of classes and subclasses. Other classes of objects are problem specifications or problem solving methods. Specific knowledge pieces of programming know-how can conveniently be represented as rules. We have conducted several experiments[6]. Such externalisations of knowledge can be extremely important in areas where no mature scientific formalised theory could have been developed so far.
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Programming Paradigms and Techniques

Here, programming techniques for representing various kinds of knowledge, including meta-level modules are investigated. A Prolog technique has been proposed that allows structuring Prolog programs into modules. Moreover, meta-level knowledge can be conveniently expressed. The technique was found useful in devising a query optimization procedure [1]. Properties of programming paradigms are studied and diverse application domains are discussed. For example, constraint logic programming was discussed in [7]. A case study of using logic programming and constraint logic programming for representing calendrical calculations was conducted, and the paradigms were compared [5]. A formulation of a method of programming is discussed that would better reflect the fundamental relations of abstraction, generality, etc.[4].

Reusing Design Patterns

Software reuse is identified as perhaps one of the most promising directions towards achieving progress in program development. Research was aimed to describe the current state of the art [8]. Next, we attempt to propose suitable representation techniques that would allow reusing design patterns.

Program Analysis

Analysis of programs is an important activity that takes place at different stages of the software life cycle. Recognition of standard programming constructs is of particular interest in the process of teaching programming. Our approach is based on having a library of clichés. A program is analyzed in order to recognize clichés that were used to build it. We devote our attention mainly to the problem of recognizing recursive clichés [3].

A Knowledge Based Method for Building a Software System Configuration

A method for building a software configuration from its model and requirements describing its properties is proposed. Our model of software systems reflects architectural and development-induced relations among component families and variants. The method builds a generic configuration first and then proceeds to building a bound one. In building both of them, a method for version selection plays an important role. It is controlled by heuristics supplied by a software engineer[2].
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